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The doors of Protec Industrial Doors, developed in projects, ensure
a complete architectural design of a façade or building. Usually,
from the moment of design until the final delivery of a building, an
architect envisions a certain purpose, appearance and feeling in
mind. Naturally an overhead door is only a part of the building, but
it helps to determine the appearance of the whole. This leads to
special desires that the overhead door must comply with, also with
regard to the aesthetics.

In the meantime Protec Industrial Doors has producesd many projects with specially developed overhead doors.
From the design until the final result, Protec has worked closely together with the architect, the engineer, the construction team and the façade specialist. The engineering department and the project managers of Protec have
extensive experience in ‘special projects’.

Due to the high level of knowledge, the ﬂexible production
process and the creativity in engineering of Protec, unique
solutions are continuously developed and realized. The
custom built overhead doors produced, can be designed
in different materials, such as concrete, wood and glass.
Identical to the façade or the building, of course. For special designs in other materials, Protec will decidedly have a
suitable solution! For example, an isolating overhead door
with façade sheeting or another material can be designed
in one line. In this way the design of the façade is not

interrupted and the door, as it were, would level with
the total façade.
Protec Industrial Doors works exclusively to obtain
solutions. A technically or architecturally complex project
is seen as a challenge by Protec, for which there is always
a solution.
The specially developed (overhead) doors can naturally be
functionally used and are applied in situations in which the
façade is determining for the appearance of a building.

Protec Industrial Doors has grown into
being the market leader in the branch
by manufacturing innovative industrial
doors. Development, engineering,
advice and manufacturing are Protec’s
strengths, whereby ‘listening to the
market’ is taken very seriously.

Properties that a specially developed (overhead) door of
Protec can comply with, are extremely varied and can also
be combined. Possible solutions and properties are: large
clear openings, door weight of 50 tons, complex drives,
high wind loads (hurricane resistant), high isolating value
RC, anti-terrorism, ﬁre-resistant, sound insulating, burglar-resistant, bulletproof, resistant against explosions and
architecturally responsible appearance.
The doors with any abovementioned property or properties
can also be combined with different material designs, such
as wood, steel, glass and concrete.

Protec Industrial Doors BV is involved in
a continuous process of innovation and
development so that it is geared up constantly to offer new solutions. Protec doors
are likewise subject to tests and certifications that are constantly renewed. This
is why they always meet the most recent

Specially

standards. Because of experience and expertise gained over the years, customers in
the construction world as well as end users
can invariably count on a company that is
capable of resolving problems and offering
outstanding service.
Protec Industrial Doors guarantees it!
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